This work presents an in-kernel gateway architecture on Linux, namely kP2PADM, for managing P2P traffic on dynamic ports. This design can effectively eliminate redundant data passing between the kernel space and the user space. The management functions include (1) classifying and filtering P2P traffic, (2) scanning viruses on shared files, (3) auditing chatting messages and transferred files, and (4) bandwidth control. Practical implementation issues and techniques in the system design are discussed herein. This design proposes a dual-queue architecture to handle packet reassembly and resolve head-of-line blocking. A connection cache accelerates handling the reconnection requests from the peers. The throughput can achieve up to 185.73 Mbps even with content filtering, and remains around 79.09 Mbps when virus scanning is enabled. The impacts of each managementfunction and out-of-order packets on performance are also analyzed through the internal benchmarks.
Introduction
Over the past few years, peer-to-peer (P2P) applications have grown astonishingly to dominate the Internet traffic [5, 7] . Like other types of Internet traffic, P2P traffic should be also properly managed. For example, a company would not allow the workers to share files via P2P applications in working hours. Therefore, central management of P2P traffic on the gateway is a promising solution. The management typically includes the following functions: (1) classifying and filtering P2P traffic, (2) scanning viruses on shared files, (3) auditing chatting messages and transferred files, and (4) 1-4244-0910-1/07/$20.00 ©2007 IEEE.
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Dept. of Information Management Taipei, Taiwan 106 laiyc@cs.ntust.edu.tw bandwidth control. Conventional approaches that classify Internet traffic according to fixed port numbers, such as those on firewalls, no longer work because most P2P applications tend to hide themselves by encrypting the messages or running on dynamic ports [3] . P2P traffic can be detected by either examining packet payloads [6, 8] or analyzing the connection pattern at the transport layer [4] , but managing P2P traffic on a transparent gateway is more complicated than detection. Efficiently handling the packet flow is essential to handle a large number of P2P connections on a gateway.
This work designs an in-kernel architecture, namely kP2PADM, to transparently manage P2P traffic on a gateway. This design is implemented in the kernel space of Linux to avoid the overheads of passing data between the kernel space and the user space. The L7-filter (http:// 17 -filter.sourceforge.net) acts as a connection classifier that identifies P2P signatures in the applicationlayer messages. After the classification, the packets in a P2P connection are redirected to a kernel module that performs functions such as packet reassembly and content filtering. Because raw packets may be out-of-order, lost or duplicated, the module implements the TCP reassembly function to handle these situations. Such time-consuming processing may cause head-of-line blocking in the kernel queue, in which the packets in the other connections are blocked behind those under examination. This work proposes a dual-queue mechanism to handle this situation. A modified queue handler, ip queue, manages the packets in the dual queues of the kernel. The kernel module is multi-threaded. A main thread handles packet arrival, and the others handle specific application protocols and perform the desired content filtering.
This work also addresses two factors that could reduce the performance: useless reconnection requests from P2P applications and out-of-order packets. The reconnection requests may occur because some users or P2P applications themselves will persistently attempt to reconnect to their peers in a short period of time when the gateway blocks their connection establishment. Handling these requests in the same classification process as that in their first attempt is wasteful. They should be blocked again soon. Besides, out-of-order packets also result in redundant packet retransmission because the gateway must queue these packets to maintain the order. The sender may consider this case as packet loss if its TCP retransmission timer expires or it receives three duplicated TCP ACKs due to the queueing, and thus it retransmits the packets unnecessarily. For the former issue, this architecture designs a connection cache to handle the packets for reconnection. For the latter, this design duplicates a copy of each packet in the kernel for ordering and reassembly, and then passes out-of-order packets immediately. We call this strategy fast pass.
This work discusses the practical issues of designing an efficient P2P gateway, and proposes several strategies to resolve the problems. The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews typical P2P applications and surveys related packages in this work. Section 3 presents the key ideas of the design and the system architecture. The implementation will be also detailed in this section. Section 4 presents the performance evaluation of this system and analyzes the result. The study is concluded in Section 5. / /www . net f ilt e r . org). The L7-filter uses Netfilter's connection-tracking module and checks only the content in the first eight packets of the application data after a connection is established. If the application data matches one of the signatures, it marks the entire connection as identified by the module. IPP2P checks every packet because it does not have a connection-tracking module. The signatures of IPP2P are hard-coded in its code, while the L7-filter loads signatures from the files. Because the L7-filter inspects fewer packets and dynamically loads signatures, it has higher performance and better flexibility than IPP2P. This work therefore chooses to integrate the L7-filter as the classifier in the proposed architecture.
3 Design of System Architecture Because P2P connection classification involves examining application messages, a TCP connection between two peers must be established first. After the connection has been established, redirecting the connection from the kernel to the kernel module to perform content filtering is performed in the following steps. 
Main Ideas of the Design

Connection Classification and Marking
The L7-filter collects at most the first eight packets to reassemble application messages and does signature matching. If the connection is identified as P2P traffic, it will be marked by a predefined protocol number that indicates the type of P2P traffic. The kernel can then filter undesirable traffic and control the available bandwidth of P2P traffic according to this number. Before the L7-filter finishes signature matching, the packets that contain important information such as the file name or size might have been already passed to the peer, but the kernel module may still need such information to take certain actions. To solve this problem, a special packet is created inside the kernel and the application data collected by the L7-filter are packed into this packet after successful matching. This packet is internally passed only to the kernel module for extracting the application data and further processing. 
Packet Queueing and Redirecting
Two packet queues QI and Q2 are created in the kernel to manage P2P traffic. All packets identified by the L7-filter are queued in Q1, while those unidentified packets are just passed through the gateway. The queued packets are passed to the kernel module and wait for the verdict from the module, which processes these packets in QI and sets the verdict for them sequentially. The verdict can be ACCEPT, DROP or QUEUE. ACCEPT means passing a packet to the peer, while DROP means dropping a packet. If the packet cannot be decided to be passed or dropped at that time, the verdict QUEUE will be set, and the packet will be moved from Ql to Q2 to wait temporarily. How the kernel module makes the verdict will be described in later subsections. Figure 1 illustrates this mechanism.
Packet Preprocessing
When the kernel module gets a packet from Q1, three tasks must be done before handling the P2P protocol. (1) The packet checksum is examined. If the checksum is incorrect, the module will not process the packet, but tell the kernel to pass it rather than drop it. The connection reliability is left to the two peers. (2) Packet classification identifies which connection the packet belongs to. ( 3) The correct sequence of the packet is handled before reassembly.
Because the kernel uses only a single queue to queue the packets of all marked connections, packets should be further classified based on the five tuples, i.e., source IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port and protocol identifier. The packets may be out-of-order because the redirected packets do not pass through the TCP stack that can reorder the packets in the correct sequence. The kernel module therefore calculates the correct next sequence number, and checks the sequence number of the handled packet. If the sequence number of the packet is less than the correct one, this packet is a duplicated one and should be passed without further processing. If the sequence number of the packet is larger than the correct one, this packet should wait until the appearances of all the packets with the sequence numbers less than this one. The kernel is instructed to move this packet temporarily from QI to Q2. If the sequence number of the packet is correct, this packet is processed and the out-of-order packets in Q2, if any, will be moved back to Ql. These packets are then reassembled by the kernel module.
P2P Protocol Processing
The P2P protocol is recognized according to the protocol number in the kernel, and handled after packet reassembly. The management functions are performed in this stage. A connection may be in one of the three states when the data are being transferred: (1) initial state: waiting for the request and response of data transfer, (2) receiving state: receiving the transferred data, and (3) processing state: performing virus scanning or content filtering on the received data.
The packets are checked based on the corresponding application protocol to examine whether the chatting message or the request of file transfer contains specific keywords. If a specific keyword is found, the kernel module instructs the kernel to drop the packet as well as the subsequent packets in the same connection, and then sends an RST packet to the source peer to tear down the connection; otherwise the kernel is instructed to pass this packet and record the chatting messages or file name if auditing is enabled. If the packet should not be blocked, the connection is marked to be in the receiving state. The following transferred data segments are reassembled as a file and virus scanning is performed until the file transfer is completed.
Virus Scanning for Shared File
A buffer is allocated for each connection. When the kernel module receives a packet, it first checks whether the buffer is full and whether the packet is the last one in the transferred file. If neither happens, the data segment is kept in the buffer and the module instructs the kernel to pass this packet; otherwise, the proxy performs virus scanning on the buffer. If a virus is found, the proxy tells the kernel to drop these packets, and send an RST packet to the peer to tear down the connection. Dropping these packets can destroy the file. If no virus found, the buffer is cleaned and the packets are passed. This method may still suffer two problems: the head-of-line blocking and the segmentation of virus signatures.
The head-of-line blocking occurs due to the timeconsuming virus scanning. The subsequent packets queued in QI cannot be handled until virus scanning on the buffer is finished. This will constrain the throughput of the entire system. To solve this problem, when virus scanning is needed, the connection is marked to be in the processing state, and another thread is called to perform virus scanning. The proxy tells the kernel to move subsequent packets of the same connection from QI to Q2. Therefore, the packets in other connections can be immediately handled. If a virus is found, all queued packets of this connection in Q2 will be dropped; otherwise, theses queued packets are moved back from Q2 to Ql. Figure 2 compares the packet processing time with and without handling the head-of-line blocking.
It is possible that a virus signature may be segmented into two contiguous data buffers. To avoid missing a match, when the virus scanning finishes, the tail data of s characters will be moved to the prefix of the buffer, where s is the maximum length of virus signatures. The subsequent data segments are appended to this segment in the buffer. A virus signature over two consecutive segments can therefore be detected.
Reconnection Problems
A connection cache is designed to identify a reconnection by keeping the information of a blocked connection, and to block this reconnection. Initially, the packets in all connections can pass through the connection cache and be processed by kP2PADM because no connections have been marked as denied ones. If a connection is blocked, its source IP address, source port number, destination IP address, destination port number and protocol identifier will be stored into the connection cache. The packets having the same source IP address, destination IP address, destination port number and protocol identifier are viewed as in the reconnection, even though their source port numbers may be different. A P2P application, say BitTorrent, can switch to different source port numbers if a connection is blocked, so a connection with only a different source port is considered 
Out-of-order Packets
If a receiver sends three duplicated ACKs to its peer due to receiving out-of-order packets, the peer will assume packet loss and retransmit what appears to be a missing packet without waiting the timeout of the TCP retransmission timer. However, the retransmission will be redundant if it is not due to packet loss, but due to the queueing of outof-order packets inside the gateway for packet reassembly and virus scanning. The redundant retransmission will decrease the throughput. This design duplicates out-of-order packets in the gateway and passes them immediately so that the receiver can respond ACKs as usual. Therefore, the redundant retransmission can be reduced.
System Implementation
The architecture design is based on the aforementioned ideas. The main thread in the kernel module gets packets from Ql in the kernel and performs the pre-processing tasks. Because Ql contains the packets from various connections, the kernel module uses the application number to identify the P2P protocol, and the main thread invokes an application thread to handle each connection related to that protocol. Figure 3 illustrates the entire flow of the main thread. After performing the pre-processing tasks, the main thread checks the connection state. If the connection is in the processing state, the main thread needs to handle the head-of-line blocking problem; otherwise, it signals the specific application thread to handle the packets. Figure 4 illustrates the entire flow of an application thread, which handles a specific application protocol and decides to pass or drop the packets. If it needs to perform time-consuming content filtering or virus scanning, it marks this connection to be in the processing state and sets the verdict to QUEUE, and then the main thread can start to process subsequent packets. This approach can resolve head-of-line blocking. Figure 5 illustrates and summarizes the operation of the proposed architecture, namely kP2PADM. The letter 'k' in the prefix of kP2PADM denotes the implementation in the kernel space. kP2PADM must occasionally call the schedule function in the Linux kernel to surrender the CPU control to other processes to avoid starvation. The CPU control will come back to kP2PADM if no other processes demand the CPU.
Performance Evaluation
Benchmarking Environment
We perform various benchmarks on kP2PADM installed on a PC with Pentium III 1 GHz CPU and 512 MB SDRAM. Two HTTP clients and three Web servers are in the test bed. Each client creates 100 threads for each server, and each thread downloads a 2 MB file from these three Web servers. Although the file size is small compared with some shared files, say movie files in real P2P applications, this size is large enough to make file data dominate the P2P traffic, just like the case in real situations. We also implement a variant of this design in which the kernel module in kP2PADM is implemented as a daemon in the user space, namely P2PADM, to observe the performance gain of the in-kernel design compared with that of the in-daemon design.
We use HTTP traffic instead of real P2P traffic to benchmark kP2PADM for two reasons. (1) No such benchmark tools to date as we know generate P2P traffic for stress testing, and thus it is difficult to emulate a large amount of P2P traffic in a test bed. (2) Many P2P protocols, such as FastTrack and Gnutella, use HTTP-like protocol to transfer files. Although using HTTP traffic instead of P2P traffic is not the best choice, it is an acceptable choice given no appropriate tools available. The emulation can be similar to the case of file sharing because both contain mostly long packets. However, it is deviated from the cases of instant messages or queries for the location of files. For the latter cases, more studies should be conducted as future work.
Comparison with a Daemon Solution
in the User Space
Throughput and CPU Utilization of kP2PADM
Throughput and CPU utilization are two important performance metrics of a gateway system. The following configurations are used to compare the impact of each function on performance. We use 'P2P proxy' as a generic term to mean the daemon in P2PADM and the kernel module in kP2PADM herein.
1. Pure NAT: the pure NAT function that only translates between private IP addresses and public IP addresses.
2. NAT+packet queueing: Besides NAT, every packet is queued in the kernel. kP2PADMjust instructs the kernel to pass the packets without any further processing.
3. NAT+packet queueing+L7: Besides NAT plus packet queueing, the L7-filter is enabled with 20 rules. This process is similar to the former two, except that only HTTP is processed. This configuration is used to assess the performance impact from the L7-filter.
4. P2P proxy+filtering: All functions of P2P management are enabled except virus scanning and auditing. This configuration enables filtering transferred files according to the file name.
5. P2P proxy+auditing: The P2P proxy plus the auditing function on transferred files. It records the transferred files into the file system.
6. P2P proxy+virus scanning: The P2P proxy plus virus scanning on the transferred files.
7. P2P proxy+filtering+auditing+virus scanning: The P2P proxy plus all the above functions are enabled. Figure 8 .
To emulate packet loss and out-of-order packets, we install a WAN emulator called NIST Net from National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [2] on Linux. NIST Net allows a single Linux PC to act as a gateway to emulate a wide variety of network conditions, such as packet loss, out-of-order packets, transmission delay and so on. The traffic between peers passes through the NIST emulator besides the kP2PADM gateway to experience the emulated packet loss and delay. A 300 MB file is transmitted from one peer to the other in this benchmark. Figure 9 presents the transfer time with and without fast pass for different packet loss rates. The packet loss rates range from 0% to 5% to emulate the cases in a real environment [9] . Fast pass can shorten the transfer time between two peers. Two observations are in the experimental results: (1) the higher the packet loss rate is, the more the transfer time can be shortened with fast pass, and (2) ------------1 -
